
 

 

 
General terms and conditions for advertising on Bovision. se  
 
1. Property right  
Ownership, such as copyright, or other intellectual property rights to services on the 
marketplace Bovision. se are held by Bovision AB unless otherwise indicated.  
 
2. Advertising  
Only real estate agents, members of the law society, professional housing agents and real 
estate companies can advertise on Bovision. se. It is not permitted to advertise reserved or 
already sold objects or enter incorrect geography areas etc on the object descriptions. It is 
also not permitted to use incorrect information in order to get higher priority in the result 
lists. Bovision has the right to delete incorrect objects.  
 
Transfer of items to the market place can be made via Capitex/Vitec systems Bovision tool 
"Reg On Line "or via XML upload. 
 
3. Codes of conduct  
For advertisement the advertiser is responsible for providing accurate information about the 
objects and other information such as addresses pictures and graphical illustrations are 
accurate and relevant.   
 
4. Billing   
Customers with subscription are charged, to latest known address, six or twelve month in 
advance according to the applicable price list if not differently agreed.  Handling fee 30 SEK 
(€3,50) per invoice.  
Subscription period starts after payment is received. 
 
5. Error notification  
For disruption, or other degradation of service, the customer shall immediately notify 
Bovision AB. Company shall then take the appropriate action to correct the error. 
 
6. Termination  
The subscription ends after six or twelve month without further notice.  
 
7. Limitation of liability  
Bovision AB is not responsible for direct or indirect damages or losses incurred as a result of 
advertising on Bovision.se. With indirect losses means, loss of profit, loss of turnover, 
interruption of business etc. 
 
8. Miscellaneous  
If any of the information on this order is not in conformity with your instructions, please 
notify us at latest 5 days after receipt of this order confirmation. If not the terms in this 
order confirmation is agreed and accepted. 


